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Posted: 4:02 p.m. Thursday, June 6, 2013

Hawks work out Kyle Weems 

Related

By Chris Vivlamore

Kyle Weems, who played collegiately at Missouri State, had a workout with the Hawks Thursday.

The forward tweeted the news, "Great workout today with the #ATLHawks I wanna think the organization for having me in!
Truly grateful for this opportunity!"

The Hawks do not disclose the players, including those draft eligible, that they have worked out.

Weems. 6-foot-6, was the Missouri Valley Conference Player of the Year in 2011. He was named an honorable mention All-
American by the Associated Press. Weems went undrafted in 2012 and played professionally in Germany for Telekom
Baskets Bonn.
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Posted by High-sider at 4:23 p.m. Jun. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

First?

Posted by High-sider at 4:25 p.m. Jun. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

Posted by High-sider at 4:24 p.m. Jun. 6, 2013 Edit

FTPB [REPOST]

Posted by High-sider at 4:20 p.m. Jun. 6, 2013 Report Abuse

I've seen Kyle Korver and Kirk Hinrich foul a boatload of jump shooters this past [regular] season and some (of those jump
shooters) were standing behind the 3pt. arc. Is that high "BBIQ"? I saw Nate Robinson (who supposedly has a very low
BBIQ) score 34 points off the (FREAKIN') bench in a playoff game [before fouling out] vs. the [Brooklyn] Nets this past [2013]
postseason. Who would you [Hawks bloggers] have on the floor [court] during "crunch time" - Kirk Hinrich, Kyle Korver or
Nate Robinson? I'll take (my chances with) Nate Robinson.

Posted by cp229 at 4:29 p.m. Jun. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

Here is some stuff I found on youtube about him

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ii6_mXq70Y

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OlRGGcsqRSQ

Posted by Steve-W at 4:32 p.m. Jun. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

Good - And man I just posted a good one on the other blog and can't transfer it

Posted by cp229 at 4:32 p.m. Jun. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB

I would pass on Snell. Dude averaged less than 3 rebounds per game. That is pathetic for someone with his length and
athleticism. He had a very less than stellar college career. No Snell for me.
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My list hasn't changed much

Adams
Mitchell
Franklin
Schroeder
Rice Jr
Bullock

Second round guys
Ledo
Ray McCallum
DeShaun Thomas
Kabongo
James Ennis
Leslie
Carrick Felix

Posted by Steve-W at 4:33 p.m. Jun. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

Hs - I've always thought Nate was underrated and couldn't figure out why he wasn't getting pt at any of his stops

Instant O

Posted by High-sider at 4:37 p.m. Jun. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

@Steve-W

I hear ya (regarding Nate Robinson).

Posted by Sautee at 4:42 p.m. Jun. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

"I saw Nate Robinson (who supposedly has a very low BBIQ)"

Supposedly according to WHO?

Posted by Rev-In-Tampa at 4:44 p.m. Jun. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

I assume at 6'6" Weems would be a 2 guard. I'm not impressed that the Hawks are working out an undrafted player. They
are not going to discover an untapped talent in Europe. LD tried that with Pape Sy.
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Posted by RamonReturns at 4:44 p.m. Jun. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB,

O'B, I didn't mean any racial intent or undertone to my comments. That's why I even used Kobe and MJ as examples. As I
said, most people only call something genius or 'high IQ' play AFTER they see the result and say that it exceeds. A great
percentage of Kobe's and MJ's field goal attempts would be what most coaches call a bad play. 

So if you routinely make bad plays, would that put you in the category of having a low basketball IQ? Or as I said, is
basketball IQ subjective to the capability of the player? And if so, how does a player know what they're capable of without
attempting it?

Posted by RamonReturns at 4:54 p.m. Jun. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

SW, brought this up at the end of last blog. If you had to choose at this point in their respective careers (9 years in) who was
the better player Lebron or MJ? 

Personally, I'd go with Lebron. Everyone said MJ never lost in the Finals. No he didn't. But isn't that more of a statement in
favor of Lebron, that at this stage he has propelled his team to the Finals more times than MJ did? Lebron had to go through
Detroit single handed almost. MJ couldn't do that. Lebron had to go through Boston, MJ didn't do that until much later. MJ
was doing most of this (and losing) with a future hall of famer on his team the entire time. Not so much for Lebron.

Posted by KeyserSoze at 4:54 p.m. Jun. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

Posted by KeyserSoze at 4:43 p.m. Jun. 6, 2013 Report Abuse For Rod

Several points:

Josh - If teammates pass him the ball behind the arc:
shot clock ... (I mentioned earlier) ... not Josh`s fault.
If Josh is stationed behind the line to begin with = LD`s fault.
If Josh finds himself open for a three or a long two ...
plenty of time on the clock ... nobody guarding him ... and he launches !
Not The Right Play - and - He Does This As A Routine !

Having said - I like Josh !
*******************************************************************************************
Also whether or not a play is successful has nothing to do with it being the right play.
exp:
LBJ ... a year ago was castigated for passing up a *shot.
*[ the shot was a game ending, game win or lose shot]
LBJ passed the ball to a wide open Udonis Haslem.
LBJ was closely guarded while UH was wide open ...
Haslem missed the shot.
espn and all the so called experts said:
LBJ was wrong and other worse names for -not- takin` the shot.
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I contend that LBJ is a Basketball savant aside from his skill and ability.
Therefore he made the absolute correct basketball play, although it was unsuccssful.

Posted by KeyserSoze at 5:10 p.m. Jun. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

Ramon

"G'D, what player doesn't make bad decisions? 
What super star player doesn't make bad plays?"

" Making the right play every time. 
Impossible for the most part, 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
but players with a high B-ball IQ 
-come closest to attaining this goal-."
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

I hope this answers your question as you attempt to sift through all I say 
as if I`m facing a congressional inquiry.
________________________________________________________

Other than the fact, I`m out of time - bring it. 

Posted by High-sider at 5:11 p.m. Jun. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

@Sautee

""I saw Nate Robinson (who supposedly has a very low BBIQ)"

Supposedly according to WHO?" - Posted by Sautee at 4:42 p.m. Jun. 6, 2013 

According to [some] so-called NBA experts, pundits, aficionados and analysts. Please don't ask me for [specific] names. You
know that (having a supposedly low BBIQ) is Nate Robinson's reputation.

Posted by Ms_Dee at 5:16 p.m. Jun. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB

Ramon,

"As a former coach you should know this. Some of the decisions that Josh make are more obvious because they are made
with the ball. However, what about the other bad decisions that all of the Hawks players make on defense, setting screens,
placement and more. Are those bad decisions not as important?"

True..u say "Josh mistakes are more obvious cause they are made with the ball", WELL THATS BECAUSE HIS MISTAKES
USUALLY COSTS US THE GAME!! I hate I was reminded of that DUMB play against Boston...WHAT WAS HE THINKING???
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OH, I know, NOTHING cause it was empty at the time!!

Posted by Ms_Dee at 5:16 p.m. Jun. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

SteveW,

"You can't have the fantastic passing skills of josh and not have great bb IQ"

Umm, yes ya can..u can have a great passing talent just to watch it sail right out of bounds due to forcing it!

"You can't grab a rebound and then make a full court glance pass like josh w/o great bb IQ"

umm..yea yes ya can..due to Luck

"You can't time a jump and block clean a d12 jumper like josh and not have a great bb IQ"

Ummm...TRUE, esp against D12

"He just gets over exuberant and makes some atrocious plays sometimes"

TRUE..due to low B-ball IQ

"Al's a great passer - slower on the bb IQ"

FALSE!!! Horford doesnt have the passing skills Josh has BUT DOES have the B-Ball IQ that Josh DOESNT have!!

Posted by RamonReturns at 5:17 p.m. Jun. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

G'D, Korver and Horford routinely fall asleep on defense. Is that as bad as Josh taking a badly time 3 pt shot?

-------

If only there was a statistic for how many times you let your man go back door because you were watching the ball. 

------

O'B, Rudy Gay and Loul Deng shot more 3 pt attempts while shooting relatively the same percentage as Josh (less than
.02% difference). And those are just SF. I didn't even bother to look at PGs and SGs. (And Mullens shot more as well with
similar percentage). 

I do believe many of Josh's attempts came because of who was on the floor with him, and the inefficient offense the team
was running. Josh with better team mates, in a better system, will take less 3 pt attempts. 

Consider this, if we can look at our television and see when Korver can't beat a player off the dribble, when Teague seems
like he's not interested in being aggressive, and there's a defensive minded center packing the lane. If we can see that from
our television, could Josh not see that from being on the court with all of this happening at the same time? 

Did you notice that when Josh was on the team with Joe, Jamal, and Al, that he told Teague to look to pass more on the
break and when penetrating? However, this season, Josh often times stated that Teague needed to be more aggressive?
Why the change?
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I think its because of the overall decrease in talent surrounding Josh, Al, and Teague. Josh knew that if Al, Teague, and Josh
didn't make the plays, majority of the time the plays wouldn't be made? Why? Because LD didn't fully implement a system
where ball movement created open shots along with motion. Instead LD seemed to instill a system that relied on isolation,
dribble penetration, and one level pick and rolls leading to open shots. That isn't a system. That is 3 offensive plays. 

Posted by simpdawg at 5:18 p.m. Jun. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

Here's my list 

First round
Gorgui Dieng
Tony Mitchell
Jamaal Franklin
Jeff Withey
Glen Rice Jr
Bullock

Second round guys
Peyton Siva
Ray McCallum
Robert Covington
DeShaun Thomas
James Ennis
CJ Leslie
Romero Osby

Posted by KeyserSoze at 5:22 p.m. Jun. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

Basketball IQ = white or Black ... Insane !

Chris Kaman - professed to have a low B-ball IQ
LBJ - Basketball - profoundly sage.

I agree wit Rod;
training [coaching + experience] factor into the equation.

* Imagine that, Rod - agreement.

Posted by RamonReturns at 5:23 p.m. Jun. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

MsDee, that's a lie. One player has never made a play that 'cost the game'. 

You say Josh made a turnover. But you didn't mention how many steals, blocks, and forced bad shots Josh had on defense
that gave Atlanta more possessions. You also didn't mention Teague's inability to guard Rondo and keep him out of the
lane.
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